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ABSTRACT
Genetic Algorithms used for Search and Rescue of Vulnerable People in an
Urban Setting
Shuhad Aljandeel
The main goal of this research is to design and develop a genetic algorithm
(GA) for path planning of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) outfitted
with a camera to efficiently search for a lost person in an area of interest.
The research focuses on scenarios where the lost person is from a vulnerable
population, such as someone suffering from Alzheimer or a small child who
has wondered off. To solve this problem, a GA for path planning was designed
and implemented in Matlab. The area of interest is considered to be a circle
that encompasses the distance the person could have walked in the time they
have been missing. The area might also have some subareas that could not
be excluded from the search for various reasons, such as a river they could
not cross, or a fenced area. A grid is imposed on the area of interest, based
on the field of view of the camera that the UAV is carrying and the height
the UAV is flying. A chromosome is the encoding of the path the UAV will
fly and the fitness function of the GA is designed to ensure that the UAV
is covering all areas of the grid with the least amount of backtracking. The
results show that the GA can find a path that efficiently covers the area.
These results can be generalized to use more than one UAV.
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1

Introduction

1.1

History of Search and Rescue

It is well known that search and rescue (SAR) missions started with man a
long time ago. More than 5000 years ago, people used different types of dogs
to find missing people. For example, shepherd dogs, sight dogs, guard dogs
and trailing dogs were used in those missions. As early as in the 1700s, the
monks at St.Bernard Hospice in Switzerland utilized SAR techniques by using
many types of dogs. Some dogs found lost or dead people during missions
between the mountains. The SAR techniques were widely used during the
First World War. Dogs were trained by the French and Germans to find the
missing live or dead soldiers. Moreover, during the Second World War the
importance of dogs in SAR technique had increased where the British used
dogs to locate the enemies positions. Also, the dogs were trained and used
by Americans during the Korean and Vietnam war as message carriers [1].
Another type of SAR is the humanitarian search and rescue that is widely
used in many emergency operations. Some tele-operated robotic SAR systems include the use of tethered mobile robots that can go deeply in the
rubble to find victims. Moreover, a distributed wireless sensor network can
be used to track SAR robots and can be used to acquire data to simulate
parameters to be used in the future searching [2].
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1.2

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles can be classified into two main top-level configurations, fixed-wing and rotary-wings, where both kinds of UAVs have many
benefits with few challenges regarding the control and guidance systems [3].
UAVs can be piloted or flown in autonomous mode. In autonomous mode,
usually a pilot will assist with take off and landing of the vehicle, for safety
reasons, and switch to autonomous mode in between these two events. To be
useful for data collections, UAVs carry payloads that allow them to address
different situations as needed. Four main types of sensor payloads that are
carried by UAVs include 1) speed and distance, 2) infared and thermal, 3)
image, and 4) chemical.
UAVs carrying various sensors provide a valuable solution for exploring
our environment and an optimal way to collect information for a large number
of applications. For example, companies and researchers use the photogrammetric products from UAVs in many fields such as agriculture, forestry, archaeology, environmental, emergency management, and traffic monitoring.
Creating a 3-D map or digital surface model of an area of interest requires
the vehicle to fly in a path such that the imaging sensors cover all the desired
area.
When utilizing UAVs, coverage path planning must be considered. Coverage path planning means finding the route which covers every single point
in the area for different shapes of the areas of interest. For example, the area
could be any shape concave or convex polygons, circular, or any other shape
2

imaginable.

1.3

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle for SAR

Over the last 20 years, UAVs (or drones) have become popular for many different applications, such as field surveillance, disaster and crisis management,
and agriculture. For example, in 2006 after Hurricane Katrina, two UAVs
helped the rescue team to survey the damaged area and locate people who
were still in the wrecked buildings and facilities[4]. The current level of UAV
accuracy allows this technology to be applied to many different type of complex tasks. UAVs can be used when there is a high risk to a vehicle operator
or it is cost or time prohibitive to have a manned operation. Using UAVs
also enable a rescue team to reach areas that can not be reached easily any
other way. UAVs are controlled by a human from the ground control station
and advanced techniques can be employed to deal with complex tasks.
SAR operations can minimize the time to find victims or missing persons
by utilizing autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to survey the environment and collect the necessary information about the position of the
missing person or victim. Many factors need to be taken into account when
developing a UAV algorithm for SAR. A few of the factors that should be considered are 1) the accuracy of data collected by the UAV, 2) the energy limit
of each UAV, and 3) the hazards that are caused by different environmental
factors. During SAR operations, time is very critical since any uncounted
and unexpected delay can cause dramatic consequences that could mean loss
3

of life. To provide appropriate critical support during the rescue operation in
an unfriendly environment, it is beneficial to utilize UAVs. UAVs have many
benefits for SAR, but the most significant ones are that they help the rescue
team minimize the time and avoid dangerous areas during the operation.
If UAVs are to be used effectively for SAR, there must be efficient mission planning algorithms developed. Missions planning problems(MPPs) are
considered a big challenge and NP-hard optimization problems. Classic planners use graph search or logic engines, but these type of planners have high
computational cost to enable their algorithms to solve the problem to assist with completion of the mission. There is also another challenge with
MPPs, which is the quality of the solution can be defined by using different
parameters, such as fuel consumption and the cost of the mission. In these
cases, a pareto-optimal frontier (POF) is calculated in such a way that we get
the best solutions optimizing different goals at the same time. The concept
of cooperation is considered one of the essential tools in mission planning,
which occurs at a higher level when various UAVs work together in the same
mission while they share data and take control together [5]. Cooperation algorithms can require unrealistic computational time, unless they are designed
properly.

1.4

Genetic Algorithms for Optimization

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are considered one of the most powerful techniques for optimization. They are stochastic algorithms whose search meth4

ods model natural phenomena, survival of the fittest [6]. To design any GA
which solves a given problem, we first need to model the problem’s solutions
utilizing chromosomes, usually a string of numbers. The chromosomes are
then evaluated by using a fitness function that reflects the constraints of the
problem and distinguishes between the fitness of the solutions. The fitness
function can also be described as the measure of profit, utility, or goodness
that we want to maximize. To continue to find better solutions, the GA
utilizes three important processes, reproduction, crossover, and mutation to
further refine the initial set of chromosomes developed.
Reproduction is the technique such that individual chromosomes (strings
of numbers) are created. Crossover simply means that two members (parents) of the newly reproduced strings are mated randomly and new offspring
chromosomes are created with attributes from each parent chromosome. Simply, mutation means the change of one gene in a chromosome to continue to
try to get an optimal solution for the problem. The new population that follows from reproduction, cross over and mutation needs to be examined, the
process of testing the new population starts with finding the fitness function
values of the new chromosomes [7].
GAs have been utilized in a large number of fields, such as in system
identification, robotics planning and scheduling, image processing, pattern
recognition, and speech recognition. In general GAs have been used to optimize problems in applications like wire routing, scheduling, game playing,
cognitive modeling, transportation, and database query [6]. For example, a
5

GA planning scheme can used to provide an optimized trajectory to minimize space and time. In previous work, a GA was used to find the optimal
planar robot manipulator trajectory where the goal was is to minimize the
trajectory space/time without passing the maximum pre-defined torque by
using direct kinematics to avoid the singularities. GAs were employed to
optimize the point-to-point trajectory planning to for 3-link robot arm. The
objective function in this case attempted to minimize the traveling time and
space, while taking into account the other constraints of the system. For
this application, quadrinomial and quintic polynomials were utilized to describe the segments that connect the initial, intermediate, and final points
of the arm joint space. GAs have another important benefit, they are used
to develop MATLAB program which generates an optimal shortest distance
path plan for the mobile robot to cover the customized way points without
colliding with the obstacles [8].
GAs have been used for UAV mission planning for many years [10]. Combined with space partitioning methods, GAs can assist in finding an optimized path to meet mission requirement and cover the desired area [11]. An
example of previous work [9], GAs were used to determine an optimal path
that would provide the required overlap of the area to generate a 3-D map of
an area with special attention given to structures within the area [5]. For this
previous work, a multiroter UAV was used and the GA assisted in finding the
path the UAV was to fly [12]. The final flight path for a multirotor included
way points, altitude, heading, and camera angle for all points along the path.
6

The result of the flight was the gathering of all images needed to create 3-D
map of the area with high resolution models of the structures within the area
of interest. This work resulted in a patented algorithm, ”Unmanned aerial
vehicle 3D mapping system,” USPatent 9618934.

2

Research Methods

The main goal of the research was to design a GA that will create
a path for a UAV to search a circular area of interest, which may
include some areas of avoidance where the UAV cannot fly. The
GA was tested to determine which values of its parameters allow it
to work better and more quickly. The research methods that will be discussed in this section include setting up the scenario of interest, determining
the search area, and designing the GA to model the problem. The GA design
includes, encoding the flight path as a chromosome, developing a crossover
and mutation technique, and creating a fitness function that optimizes the
flight. The following sections will elaborate on the process.

2.1

Scenario of Interest

In our research we will apply UAVs to SAR for a specific scenario.The problem we would like to address is finding the vulnerable missing person who
has wandered of in a specific area of interest. For example, suppose that
there is a mother and child going to a park. When they arrive the child
7

starts playing with the other children, after 30 minutes the mother figures
out that her child is not inside the park. Another case study, involves Mr
Brown, age 75 years old, who had left the place where he is staying. He has
been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and he has forgotten to take his cellphone,
so he can not been contacted. After an hour his caretaker starts to worry and
needs assistance locating him. How can we effectively and efficiently search
for these people?
Our research has designed a GA to determine the optimal path for a UAV
to cover the region where the person may be found. A multiroter UAV will
be utilized and the UAV will carry a video camera that can send back video
feed and images to a team on the ground. We did not address the image
processing issues of this problem in our research, but focused on the optimal
path planning of the UAV for coverage of the prospective area.

2.2

Determining Search Area

Considering that a person can walk in any direction, we decided to consider
a circular area of interest. We will also need to take into the account that
there could be tall vegetation, and buildings, and other areas that need to
be avoided.

8

Figure 1: This figure shows a map with a circle where the UAV will search
In each case, we must consider how fast the person can walk, if there
are any barriers they cannot cross, what habits they may have that would
influence their path, etc. In the case of the child who may have wandered
off out of the park, the child’s rate of walking or running can be calculated
to determine how far he/she might have gotten. In the second case study,
Mr. Brown’s therapy team, who are studying his behavior, estimate that
based on his age and mental condition, Mr Brown can walk between 2.7 to
2.9 miles per hour. Figure 1 shows an example of the area with a circular
region depicting were a person may be found.
This idea leads to a formula for calculating the area of the region to be
searched, before any avoidance areas are deleted.

A = π(R × T )2
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Where A is area to be searched, R is person’s rate, and T is time the
person has been missing.
Once the area has been determine, a grid is overlaid onto the area. The
grid is determined by the field of view of the camera being used. The center
of each grid square will become a way point from which the UAV will fly. In
general, to find the size of grid cells, l × l, several things have to be taken
into the account. First,the altitude of the UAVs, h in feet, and the field of
view of the camera, f in degrees. The calculations can be done by

l = h ∗ tan(f /2)
After the grid has been imposed on the circular region, then areas of
avoidance can be subtracted by taking away grid cells. To begin with, we
will utilize one UAV to search the area of interest, realizing if the area gets
too large to search in a UAVs power supply capability, then we may need
to find a plan to efficiently split the work between a team of UAVs. The
method for this can be discussed later.

2.3

Creating the GA for Path Planning

We will use the GA in our work to find the optimal path planning for the
missing person. In order to use GA for our area of interest, first we have
to create GA to fit a particular problem and to do that we have to encode
individual solution for the problem as a ”chromosome.” Each chromosome is
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a feasible solutions to the problem, that is a path the UAV can fly. However,
we need to determine if the chromosome, candidate path, is optimal.
The chromosome for this application will be a list of number 1 − 4, where
each number represents a move of the UAV.
 1 is LEFT
 2 is UP
 3 is RIGHT
 4 is DOWN

The length of the list will be the number of grid square the UAV needs to
visit. The following is an example of a chromosome, and the path of the
UAV on the grid is depicted in Figure 2.
Sample Chromosome:
11122233333444433322211111114444443333
If this is a chromosome, then starting in the middle of the grid, the UAV
would make the following moves Each time it moves the square it occupies
becomes its new start position.
Left, Left, Left, Up, Up, Up, Right, Right, Right, Right, Right, Right,
Down, Down, Down, Down, Right, Right, Right, Up, Up, Up. Left, Left,
Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, Down, Down, Down, Down, Down, Down, Right,
Right, Right, Right
We start the GA process by generating a list of 100 chromosome (the
initial population).
11
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2.3.1

Fitness Function

The fitness function is customized for each problem to be solved. In our case
the fitness function is a fraction that consists of the number of open grid cells
covered by the UAV when following the flight path outline by chromosome
c is in the numerator and total number of open grid cell is located in the
denominator.

F (c) = (NI /N (c)) × 10−(NI −N (c))
Where F (c) is the fitness of chromosome c, N (c) is the number of grid
squares covered by the chromosome, and NI is total number of open grid cells
that need to be covered to complete the search. The 10−(NI −N (c)) penalizes
chromosomes that have a long path that backtracks and covers the same
grid squares several times (path too long). It also penalizes chromosomes
that do not cover all the grid cells (path too short). The fitness value of 1
would represent a perfect flight path, with no overlapping in the path or grid
squares left uncovered.
The closer the F (c) is to 1 the better the fitness of the chromosome. A
fitness value greater than 1 indicates that the path is longer than the ideal
path. This means that backtracking occurred. A fitness function less than 1
indicates that there were open cells not visited.
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2.3.2

Crossover, Mutation, and Elitism

The GA then uses crossover and mutation to develop better solutions from
the initial populations. After the crossover and mutation each successful
generation is better than one before where successful generation means the
generation that is usually tested by the fitness function and its value is very
close to 1.
The initial population is a hundred chromosomes. The algorithm uses
the Roulette wheel method to select chromosomes for mating by utilizing
the chromosomes with the top fitness as the first parent. The second parent
is picked randomly from the other chromosomes. A single point crossover
is then performed by selecting a single random number between 1 and the
length of chromosome. Next, the entries from 1 to that number from the
first parent are appended to the entries from the random number to length
from the other parent.
We mutate by choosing 30% of the children from the new generation, then
from those selected, 10% of the entries of the chromosome were mutated by
changing to another digit from 1 to 4. Mutation happens every generation.
In order for the best solution from each generation to continue to increase,
or at least never decrease, we keep the chromosome with the highest fitness
and put it into the next generation. This process is called Elitism and will
ensure the solution will be monotonically increasing.
Then the children that result from the crossover and mutation and the
top performer are outputted as the new generation and the process start over
14

again.

3

Results

We developed a plan to test the GA in order to see what values of the parameters produced the best results. The following parameters can be changed:
 Size of Population (Pop) - This is the number of chromosomes in the

initial and subsequent generations.
 Number of Generations (Gen) - This is the number of different popu-

lations that will be developed.
 Error (Err) - this is the amount the chromosome is allowed to grow

past the ideal length that would cover all open grid cells. An error is
necessary to accommodate the need to backtrack or visit one cell more
than one time.
 Mutation Rate per Population (MutPop) - This in percentage of chro-

mosomes in the population that will be mutated in any one generation.
 Mutation Rate per Chromosome (MutChr) - This is the percentage of

chromosome entries that will be changed during any mutation.
In order to test each parameter, we will hold the others constant and run
a test changing only one parameter at a time. When we find the best value
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for each parameter independently, then we will run the GA with all the best
values at once.
Example 1: A 24 by 24 circular area was created and a 2 by 2 square
avoidance area was positioned in the top left part of the circle (cells (8,7),
(8,8), (9,7), (9,8))
Each parameter was tested using three different values to see what value
would yield the best results. Each value of the parameter was run three times
to determine the best of the three runs. The tables, graphs and diagrams in
Figures 3 through 8 below depict the best fitness for each parameter. The
table shows the values that were tested. The graph shows the best fitness
value of each generation plotted against the number of the generation. The
diagram depicts the coverage of the path given the best chromosome for that
test. Any red square or dark blue squares are not covered. The red square
that appears in the top left of the circle is put there purposely as an area of
avoidance (a place that the UAV may not visit).
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Parameters/ Pop
Values
100

Gen

Err

MutPop MutChr

3000

1.4

.3

.1

200

3000

1.4

.3

.1

300

3000

1.4

.3

.1

Figure 3: Change for Population Size. The graph depicts the population size of 200 that was
found to give the best results.
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Parameters Pop
/Values
100
100
100

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

3000
4000
5000

1.4
1.4
1.4

.3
.3
.3

.1
.1
.1

Figure 4: Change for Number of Generations. The graph depicts the number of generation 5000
that was found to give the best results.
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Parameters
/Values

Pop

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

100
100
100

3000
3000
3000

1.4
1.2
1.6

.3
.3
.3

.1
.1
.1

Figure 5: Change for Error. The graph depicts the error of 1.2 that was found to give the best
results.
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Parameters
/Values

Pop

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

100
100
100

3000
3000
3000

1.4
1.4
1.4

.3
.2
.4

.1
.1
.1

Figure 6: Change for Population Mutation Rate. The graph depicts the population mutation rate
of .2 that was found to give the best results.
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Parameters
/Values

Pop

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

100
100
100

3000
3000
3000

1.4
1.4
1.4

.3
.3
.3

.1
.2
.3

Figure 7: Change for Chromosome Mutation Rate. The graph depicts the chromosome mutation
rate of 0.1 that was found to give the best results.
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Parameters/
Values

Pop

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

200

5000

1.2

2

1

Figure 8: Finally, we ran the best of each of the parameters together. The graph depicts the
results of the individual best parameters used at the same time.
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Example 2: In this example it is assumed a large L-shaped building is
present in the top left of the circle and there is a river that cannot be crossed,
cutting of the top right part of the circles. A 24 by 24 circular area was
created and an L-shaped avoidance area was positioned in the top left part
of the circle (cells (8,7), (8,8), (9,7), (9,8), (10,7), (10,8), (10,9), (10,10),
(11,7), (11,8), (11,9), (11,10)) Also, an area of avoidance was positioned in
the top right of the circle angling from (1,13) on a diagonal down to (8,20)
and all cells above that diagonal were designated as an area of avoidance.
Figure 9 shows this example and the values of the parameters used for the
run.
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Parameters/
Values

Pop

Gen

Err

MutPop

MutChr

200

5000

1.2

.2

.1

Figure 9: The areas of avoidance were changed and then we ran the best of each of the
parameters together. The graph depicts the results of the individual best parameters used at the
same time.
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4

Conclusion and Future Work

This research focused on searching for persons from vulnerable populations
and considering how they might travel and what type of area would need
to be searched. A GA was designed and implemented in Matlab (code in
Appendix) for path planning of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to search
for the lost person in the area of interest. The GA was tested with different
values for parameters to choose the best ones that would cover more of the
area of interest. Two different types of areas were investigated to show that
the GA is versatile and can develop paths for diverse scenarios with various
areas of avoidance that exclude portions of the circular area.
Since time is very important when a person is missing the algorithm
should run as fast as possible and provide the best solution possible in a
short time. In future work, the algorithm could be modified to run larger
numbers of generations in a shorter time. Even though the algorithm can
now find a good solution in several second, there were still grid cell that were
not visited. Since all grid cells need to be visited it would take a much longer
time to find such a solution. There might be ways to modify the construction
of the chromosomes of the fitness function that would speed up the process.
Depending on how long a person has been missing, the area of interest could
grow very large. Depending on the vehicles available, small UAVs often have
a short battery life (20-30 minutes). So in future work it would be good to
investigate how to divide the area efficiently between multiple UAVs. This
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can be done by determining the appropriate number of UAVs needed, and
then equitably dividing the area between the vehicles. After this is done, the
GA can be used to develop paths for each of the UAVs.
This research provides a proof of concept and a basis for further study
in the area of using a GA for path planning a UAV for search and rescue of
persons from vulnerable populations.
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5
5.1

Appendix
Code for GA

height = 24; %initializing the dimensions for the FlightSpace
length1 = 24:
num = 100; %number of individuals in each generation.
generations =3000; %number of generations to run
error = 1.4; %multiplier of the extra amount of moves you would like.
FlightSpace = zeros(height,length1); %Flight Space for UAV.
NewFlightSpace = changeFlightSpace(height, length1, FlightSpace);
%This function changes the shape of the flight space.
IdealFitness = countZeros(height, length1, NewFlightSpace);
%Calculating the Ideal Fitness.
%Done by counting the total flyable space (num of 0s).
initialpop = makePop(error, num, (IdealFitness));
%Making the Population
pop = initialpop;
yaxis = []; %to hold all of the number of squares covered per generation.
for j = 1:generations
%Fitness function
len = length(pop(1,:));
y = 0;
for i = 1:length(pop(:,1))
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y = FitnessForDarrah(NewFlightSpace,IdealFitness,
pop(i,:));
pop(i,len+1) = y;
end
temppop = pop; %this section makes the new generation
[Ten, BotNinety] = TopTen(pop);
[NewGen, top] = Crossover(Ten, BotNinety, num);
yaxis(j) = y; %disp(words)
pop = NewGen;
end
words = ["The Top performer in Gen ", j, " covers ",
NumOfGridsCovered(NewFlightSpace,top)]; %disp(words)
BestPath = showPath(NewFlightSpace, top);
PrepBestPath = prepForColor(height,length1,
BestPath);
image(PrepBestPath);
colorMap = jet(256);

colormap(colorMap); %xlabel(’Red = Unexplorable, Blue = Uncovered land, green = Co
figure() %xlabel("Generations") %ylabel("Number of Grids covered")
semilogy(yaxis);
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5.2

Crossover Code

function [X, top] = Crossover(Ten, BotNinety, num)
%Crossover of the top ten
% Output is the new 100 individuals + the best one from the previous gen.
X = [];
len = length(Ten(1,:));
SumOfFitness = sum(Ten(:,len));
top = Ten(1,1:len-1);
top1 = Ten(1,1:len);
for i = 1:10
Ten(i,len+1) = Ten(i,len)/SumOfFitness;
end
probabilities = Ten(:,len+1); %array of the probabilities
len1 = length(probabilities);
for i = 1:num
if (~isempty(find(probabilities<1, 1))) %Line 18-55 is the pinwheel
style of picking the first parent
if (min(probabilities) ~=0)
probabilities = 1/min(probabilities)*probabilities;
else
temp = probabilities;
temp(probabilities==0) = inf;
probabilities = 1/min(temp)*probabilities;
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end
end
temp = 0;
tempProb = zeros(1,len1);
for j= 1:len1
tempProb(j) = temp + probabilities(j);
temp = tempProb(j);
end
j = fix(rand*floor(tempProb(end)))+1;
index = find(tempProb >= j, 1 );
if index == 1
parent1 = Ten(1,1:len-1);
elseif index == 2
parent1 = Ten(2,1:len-1);
elseif index == 3
parent1 = Ten(3,1:len-1);
elseif index == 4parent1 = Ten(4,1:len-1);
elseif index == 5
parent1 = Ten(5,1:len-1);
elseif index == 6
parent1 = Ten(6,1:len-1);
elseif index == 7
parent1 = Ten(7,1:len-1);
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elseif index == 8
parent1 = Ten(8,1:len-1);
elseif index == 9
parent1 = Ten(9,1:len-1);
elseif index == 10
parent1 = Ten(10,1:len-1);
else
parent1 = Ten(1,1:len-1);
end
ind = randi(length(BotNinety(:,1)));
parent2 = BotNinety(ind,:);
randomNum = randi(len-2);

%crossover

r = randi(2);
child = zeros(1, len-1);
if r == 1
child = [parent1(1,1:randomNum), parent2(1,(randomNum+1):len-1) ];
else
child = [parent2(1,1:randomNum), parent1(1,(randomNum+1):len-1) ];
end
X = [X;child];
randomNum = randi(round((len-2)/2));%crossover
randomNum1 = round((len-2)/2) + randi(round((len-2)/2));
r = randi(2);
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child = zeros(1, len-1);
if r == 1
child = [parent1(1,1:randomNum),parent2(1,(randomNum+1):randomNum1),
parent1(1,(randomNum1+1):len-1) ];
else
child = [parent2(1,1:randomNum),parent1(1,(randomNum+1):randomNum1),
parent2(1,(randomNum1+1):len-1) ];
end
X = [X;child];
end
for t = 1:(round(num)*.3) %mutation
ran = randi(num);
for b = 1:(round((len-1) * .3))
ran1 = randi(len-1);
ran2 = randi(4);
X(ran, ran1) = ran2;
end
end
X = [X;top]; %making sure that the top chromosome stays in the generation.
end
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